Much of the contemporary debate about colonial settlement centres on the significance of those silences. But even where there are scraps of evidence, hints of events for which a sustained account must involve a high degree of speculation, the reality of settlement at the boundaries of colonial rule challenges reconstruction. For 1 Tim Rowse, "Historians and the humanitarian critique of Australia's colonisation," Australian Historical Association Bulletin (June, 2003) , pp.
Griffiths, the 'frontier is a phenomenon supremely designed to undermine the rule of law and the legal method '. 2 In spite of the importance attached to the idea of the rule of law, whether as a presence or absence, the historiography of Australian settlement discloses a curious reluctance to embrace the concrete study of such a conception. The absence of accessible records has been in part to blame. The recovery and archiving of early court reports by Bruce Kercher in NSW and Stefan Petrow in Tasmania adds immeasurably to our understanding of early colonial NSW and Tasmania legal institutions.
3 But even where the rule of law has been a focus of detailed attention the resulting historiography has made little impact on the dominant narratives of Australian history. 4 In this context the debates centred on the violence of the Australian frontiers have proceeded with only limited reference to the history of legal institutions and practices that accompanied the extension of colonial boundaries and consolidated the process of dispossession.
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Against this background this paper examines evidence related to a legal institution, the inquest, which had an important role to play as the common law jurisdiction was established in Australia. How did such an institution operate with respect to the evidence of what was happening on the fringes of colonial settlement? In what follows we examine this question with particular emphasis on the record of cases of inquiry into the role of the Queensland police, especially the Native Police, in was rarely available in the far flung regions of the colony. 9 The empanelling of juries in colonial outposts had been equally problematic -although this did not bring on a similar change in NSW until 1912 10 .
A Queensland justices manual outlined the circumstances and objects of an inquest in 1903 in annotations to Inquests of Death Act of 1866: 'to ascertain the cause of death, free of doubt or suspicion, so that the public may be satisfied that such death occurred in the common course of nature, and not by some unlawful violence, foul play, or culpable neglect' 11 . The inquest was activated by a request of two persons in writing, or by the police. In practice it would appear that in many cases the justice initiated an inquiry after hearing verbal reports of a death warranting investigation. Where available a government medical officer would be one of the many or few witnessesothers would include a wide range of observers, sometimes friends or associates or relatives of the deceased. In the many Aboriginal cases we have examined it was not uncommon to obtain the evidence of Aboriginal witnesses, sometimes troopers in the Native Police, other times the kin or workmates of an Aboriginal person whose death was being investigated.
The conditions under which a death became the subject of a coronial inquiry by a magistrate were mediated by the realities of distance, denial, cover-up and subversion of justice. Reading the archives throws up compelling evidence year after year in which reports of deaths did not produce an inquest -typically because bodies were not discovered. An example from late in the period we are dealing with suggests the circumstances in which reports of deaths were not followed up. In 1888 an Aboriginal employee at Mount Merlin Station (a pastoral property near Cloncurry) stated that the manager had murdered four Aborigines and a white man. An investigation by Police
Magistrate William Samwell at Cloncurry resulted in a report to the Colonial
Secretary that there was no evidence of the murders. 12 The terms of the report suggest 9 In fact the only appointment of a coroner (Frederick Challinor) Aboriginal suspect was named are legitimately attributed to Aboriginal people. In the waves of fear that swept through both sides of the divide it was not uncommon for reports of deaths one day to be revised some days later, an important phenomenon that has to be remembered when reading the colonial newspapers.
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Of the record of nearly 500 cases we can summarise some important features. The first is that in the majority of inquest cases involving Aboriginal people, the inquiry was occasioned by the discovery of an Aboriginal body, or bodies. The quality of investigation into such deaths varied -but two important points should be made. First, it was common for a large number of witnesses to be called in these cases. The inquest was a serious undertaking and its findings in the case of Aboriginal deaths would be taken seriously where the evidence was thought to justify successful prosecution. That the substantive evidence of Native Police responsibility for deaths rarely resulted in charges being laid after inquests points to the incapacity and unwillingess of government to make the rule of law a reality in frontier conditions. Second, these inquiries were ones in which it was possible for Aboriginal evidence to be taken, and occasionally it was, from at least 1860. 23 The difficulties posed by the incapacity of Aborigines to take the oath before 1876 24 did not apply to the inquests, which were fact-finding inquiries, not courts of adjudication, though inevitably the disability would affect the possibility of a prosecution flowing from an inquest 23 See eg JUS/N1/60/23, inquest into the death of Bobby Dick at Yandilla where a deposition was taken from Jemmy Gore 'an aboriginal being duly sworn', who signed with 'his mark'. 24 The Oaths Act Amendment Act of 1876 (40 Vic no. 10) enabled an alternative mode of taking a statement in court, but there is some doubt about how effective this was in court practice for some years, since language and interpreter issues persisted as perceived impediments to justice proceedings. 
The Native Police under investigation
Were the Queensland Native Police beyond the control of the government and unaccountable to law? The evidence we review below suggests that the colonial government was always conscious of its responsibility for the actions of the QNP and repeatedly directed them to operate with regard to legal standards. But the character of governmental response to news of QNP abuses suggests that the motivation was more concern for reputation than a felt obligation for the care, as Alfred Davidson put it, of those of 'Her Majesty's subjects, who the Aborigines are [,] as much under the protection of British law as we are ourselves'.
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In considering the responsibility of the government for those incidents involving Native Police it is necessary to understand the status of that body. The Native Police had been established prior to Queensland's separation as a self-governing colony, and continued for some four decades after. Consisting of 'native' troopers under white officers, the police was a force separate from the regular Queensland Police but subject to the overall direction of the Police Commissioner. The analogy simultaneously spoke to Bowen's perhaps grandiose sense of mission and to the reality of this latest phase of European colonisation of other worlds.
In spite of Bowen's styling of them as a local militia defending the borders of settlement from the incursions of 'hostile savages', the reality was that the Native
Police was a police force, armed and dangerous, but subject throughout their existence over four decades to the authority of the Police Commissioner. This arrangement ensured that the government, in spite of its protestations at different times, was very conscious of the actions of the QNP. The force was financed generously by government (most of the money going on officers' salaries and horses), administered from the central offices of the police department in Brisbane and was subject to the accountabilities expected of other government agencies. 31 Inquests formed one mechanism of accountability.
The primary object of the Native Police was the protection of settlers advancing into Aboriginal territory. In this task they were armed and authorised to use arms. The 1858 rules of the pre-separation force were revised and proclaimed in 1866 in the Queensland Government Gazette, a fact which undermines the view that their operation was secretive, beyond regulation, and conducted without oversight. Indeed we can modify Reynolds to suggest that as the colonial state in Queensland developed 29 EXE/E3/61/1. The cost of the QNP, at £17,000 represents almost 6% of total government expenditure of £299,000 in 1861. 30 Bowen to Newcastle, 10 April 1860, GOV/22, no. 33; the text is published in Bowen, Thirty Years of Colonial Government, Most of the NP budget was spent on the salaries of the officers, and on horses. Troopers were paid 5 pence per day, and officers feared desertions would increase when that meagre amount was reduced by its capacities, government was brought closer to the frontier, not just 'georgraphically, intellectually, morally', but also legally, politically, administratively. 32 In many respects the rules were similar to the general police rules, but focussed on management of the frontier and protection of settlement
In the performance of their duty they are distinctly to understand that their efforts should be principally directed to the prevention of crime, which will tend far more effectively towards the security of person and property than the punishment of those who have violated the laws; and the very best evidence that can be given of their efficiency will be the absence of crime in their districts.
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The language of such a rule is directly related to the discourse of the 'new police' of the nineteenth century.
The infamous text of what has been regarded as the core rule, in which the police were directed to 'disperse any large assemblage of blacks' has been much cited, not in the context of a general discussion of the organisation of this police militia, but in order to demonstrate its aggressive role. The citation however arises from the appearance in the minutes of evidence of the 1861 Select Committee of a set of ten instructions developed by Commandant Edric Morisset. The dispersal instruction was the last. 34 Within five years a much more extensive set of rules was produced. In the early 1860s, while the Queensland government was still establishing its fundamental institutions, there was a significant degree of attention to the framework of In these new rules the directions for dispersal were qualified. The possibility that dispersal might mean something less than killing is clearly signalled in the 1866 rulebut in a way that makes it clear why the connotation of the term was so often associated with killing 37 .
31. It is the duty of the officers, at all times and opportunities, to disperse any large assembly of blacks without unnecessary violence; such meetings frequently lead to depredations and murder, and mistaken kindness or misbehavior of the officers in command only inspire the blacks with sufficient confidence to commit outrages. The officers will, therefore, see the necessity of teaching the aborigines that no outrage or depredation shall be committed with impunity, but, on the contrary, that retributive justice will speedily follow the commission of crime; nevertheless the officers will be careful in receiving reports against the blacks, as it frequently happens that mistakes are made as to the identity of the aggressors. In case of any collision with the aborigines a report is to be forwarded to the Commissioner without delay.
The way in which the rules moved between a discourse of police (a 'preventive force' as it was styled in rule 17) and that of 'retributive justice' (as in rule 31) describes the space in which inquests would also be held. Rule 18, which outlined the use of force in effecting warrants of arrest, drew its rationale from the legal authorities of policing. It also cautioned officers that their actions and judgments were reviewable in legal proceedings, in which black and white were notionally equals.
When an officer sees a felony or an assault being committed, as a matter of course, he is obliged to take all offenders in charge. The significance of this formalisation and extension of the rules in 1866 is not that they provided a guarantee of observance -scarcely, no more than the rules of any organisation are known to all its employees or members. Rather the rules established a mandate of responsibility, a context in which government might act against officers and troopers whose actions were excessive. The rules predicated a system of administrative control, which was much like that of the general police, including for example, at rule 54, a diary system: I led my men to close quarters and after a sharp struggle dispersed them with a loss of ten men on their side, I was insensible for a short period during the engagement from a wound on the head, one of the men also got struck but not severely.
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Neither of these 'collisions with Blacks' as they were commonly called (Carr described Marlow's one as an 'affray'), massacres occurring in circumstances in which there appear to be no police losses, was the subject of further inquiry -neither of them are noticed anywhere in the historical literature as memorable events, being among those cases whose traces can only be found in detailed archival searching.
Later cases suggest a government more concerned to stop the killings and bring the Native Police under control of specified rules. A case in point is one we have already alluded to. In 1867 under the heading 'Barbarous outrage by the Native Police' a colonial weekly published a chilling account by a settler who had witnessed the discovery of at least 6 Aboriginal dead and others wounded at the Morinish diggings To forewarn was to be forearmed and Douglas had evidently learned early the importance of advising his superiors of such events. The fact that such inquests were only rarely rigorous inquiries helped him avoid the fate of others in his position who were dismissed -his letter implied three deaths from a limited encounter. This rate of accuracy in pursuit of alleged escapees might test the bounds of credibility, and was in some contradiction to the evidence of other depositions, yet was not scrutinised.
Douglas went on to survive another inquest the following year, and to achieve In the aftermath of the post mortem on the body Wheeler was charged with murder, 56 As Gary Highland has ably demonstrated in a study of North Queensland, 'Aborigines who had been incorporated into the white economy, who enjoyed the patronage of Europeans and who were the victims of crimes committed in close proximity to white settlement received protection from the law; their counterparts on the other side of the frontier did not' (p. Paradoxically this remains the case precisely because so much of the evidence brings it home to us just how implicated was government in seeking both to establish mechanisms of justice that would legitimate and discipline the process of colonisation, and to avoid the presumptive equality of the rule that black and white were equal. In our view the number of killings remains a moot point. What is clear is government responsibility, and government failure to act on knowledge obtained through lawful processes.
'The rule of law', it has been said, 'presupposes a lot to be effective and a lot to be good'. 64 The instruments of government in Queensland in the colonial period were advanced. They were above all colonial -intended to provide a system for the effective and long-lasting plantation of settlers on Indigenous lands. To establish the boundaries of what this particular colonisation implied for the dispossessed it is necessary to understand the authorities and constraints which prevailed in the process of government extension of rule over greater and greater areas of land. On the one hand the executive government established something best described as a police militia, with white officers deployed in command of locally recruited Indigenous troopers. Subject to the authority of the general police force, which had itself been established largely on the Irish model, the Native Police was expected to exercise discipline in the management of the border conflict between settlers and Indigenous peoples. The construction of the Aborigines as savage and barbarous was held to justify the use of extreme force where necessary. There was to be a limit to this use of force however and this limit marks out the boundary of the colonising state, describing its self-image as a bearer of good government. That limit was especially found in the early establishment of inquests as a mechanism of inquiry into unexplained death, including of Aborigines at the hands of the police.
The inquest was simultaneously a statement of this colony's rule under law, the common law of the settlers, and a witness to the way in which the frontier confounded expectations of a civilised process of settlement. The fact that state mechanisms of justice would bring to light cases of multiple killings in circumstances that were consistent with widely publicised and compromising discourses of colonial violence directed at Aboriginal people is telling both of a colonial reality and of a discomfort.
The reality is that even under conditions of some visibility there were police and Such evidence, when taken with its origins in a coronial inquest, captures the colonial moment, one in which the rule of law was both agent of dispossession and its potential critic. The inquest, an ancient institution of the common law, sought explanations for suspicious as well as accidental death -but in colonial conditions was an ineffective medium of accountability, in a state where the completion of dispossession and securing the boundaries of the Empire was the first task of government.
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